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1 - Jane believes that her team members easily won the game because they are familiar with
teamwork, .................. ?
aren't they

didn't they

didn't she

doesn't she

2 - The design of the new house is similar to those that .................. , so they prefer to look for modern
ones.
have already built

had already built

had already been built

have already been built

3 - Always appreciate God for blessings that he sent for you, .................. ?
will you

do you

won't you

don't you

4 - My daughter is so happy because she … a lot of presents on her birthday party last night.
is given

were given

gave

was given

5 - Which sentence is grammatically correct?
The story is read by children.

Many mistakes make by all the students.

We can help him, Can we?

A beautiful smile was see on her face.

6 - I don’t know why you haven’t received your TOEFL scores so far. They .................. to you at least ten
days ago.
were sending

are sent

were sent

sent

7 - If she doesn't leave home earlier, she will certainly miss the school bus, .................. she?
does

doesn't

will

won't

8 - Which sentence is grammatically WRONG?
It is never too late to leave smoking, is it?

This book is being read by all the students.

There is nothing we can do, isn't there?

Many mistakes were made by all students.

9 - Betty’s uncle .................. to hospital for an urgent operation last night.
is taken

has been taken

has taken

was taken

doesn’t

didn’t

has been stolen

was being stolen

10 - He hurt her feelings on purpose, .................. he?
does

did

11 - My bike .................. ! I am going to call the police.
stole

was stealing

12 - Neruda’s last work shows that he had drawn his .................. from diﬀerent sources such as nature,
dreams, and social events.
information

inspiration

prediction

addiction

13 - We do not always remember that it is a great .................. when everyone in our family feels all right.
We should appreciate this.
amazement

identity

1

heritage

blessing
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14 - Parents often forget how important it is to talk to a child, and I think that lack of communication
between these two .................. makes understanding more diﬃcult.
customs

diversities

combinations

generations

15 - She had lived her childhood life with no support of a protective father and decided to ..................
herself and her life to helping single-parent children.
dedicate

forgive

destroy

forget

16 - In Melbourne, while black tea is very .................. drunk without milk, green tea is never served with
milk.
rarely

simply

busily

sadly

17 - As his family members always pay more than necessary attention to Justin, he has certainly failed to
.................. his self – reliance.
interest

dedicate

distinguish

boost

18 - All that we children can do is .................. the mistakes of our parents; after all, no human being is
perfect.
respect

forgive

suppose

exchange

19 - Great pressure was put on the police to .................. the terrorists as soon as possible.
catch

direct

contain

retire

20 - We all thought that we were going to spend a lot of money on the food, but to everyone’s
amazement, the restaurant turned out to be .................. cheap.
ﬂuently

wrongly

exactly

surprisingly

21 - If we don't teach our children these values, how can we honestly expect them to become valuable
and .................. members of society?
careful

respectful

respectable

caring

22 - The students were extremely under .................. to obey the school rules not to wear jeans, or they
couldn’t attend the classes.
donate

pressure

care

strength

23 - You actually need a car, .................. when you live a long way from the nearest town and are in need
of necessary things.
truly

especially

nervously

really

24 - It is not possible to know the .................. time of the earthquakes since they can hit any place at any
time.
past

exact

common

meaningful

25 - We will .................. no eﬀorts to ﬁnd out who did this.
forgive

spare

conﬁrm

dedicate
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